
ELITE
  THE CHEF’S COOKING SUITE    



A star in your kitchen.
ELITE is a tailor-made cooking range designed to meet your needs.

The ELITE cooking suite is unique, it is the result of our engineers’ 
enthusiasm and the close collaboration with the finest gastronomy 
specialists.
 
When robustness, high-performance, ergonomics, aesthetic make the 
difference…  With ELITE, make your dream come true.

Each ELITE is composed of a one-piece top and an independent base unit. The finest and top quality materials 
have been chosen to manufacture the ELITE range, using 3mm thick stainless steel, brushed satin and mirror 
finishes. With stainless steel or coloured enamelled body finishes.

We integrate the logo of your establishment to the cooking suite.

The Chef’s satisfaction is our priority.



You are the designer of your ELITE cooking suite, including 
the equipment that you need.

Top: ambient tops, open burners, solid tops, griddles, planchas, bain-maries, induction hobs and woks, radiant 
hobs, fryers, pasta cooker, heating tops…

Base: ovens, hot cupboards, open or closed cupboards, storage or heating drawers, bottle storage drawers…

In addition: overshelves, infrared heated over-shelves, water supply, front rail, sockets, salamanders…

For any other specific equipment, don’t hesitate to ask your distributor for it.

If you want to create and design a tailor-made cooking suite, ELITE is what you need in your kitchen.



Elite : All you require for your cooking needs
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A spirit, a team, a skill

The equipments presented in this documentation are manufactured in Brittany-France by CAPIC.
Photos, features and drawings are just given for your information and are not contractual. 

5 rue Haroun Tazieff - CS 35007 - 29556 QUIMPER Cedex 9 - France
Tél. +33 (0) 2 98 64 77 00 - Fax +33 (0) 2 98 52 06 47 - email : capic@capic-fr.com - www.capic-fr.com


